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Sony rewards trailblazer not working



(Image credit: Future) While we wait for the folding phones from Samsung and Huawei to go on sale, Sony is apparently working on a flexible display technology of its own - but in this case we're talking about a foldable phone rather than foldable. Tipster Max J of AllAboutSamsung says he
has real information about prototypes being worked at Sony. Note that we are talking about prototypes here, so the details could change before a full consumer launch. A Sony rollable handset could be unveiled by the end of the year, rumor has it, sporting a Snapdragon 855 and 5G chipset
courtesy of the Qualcomm X50 Modem. With these specifications, don't expect a cheap starting price. Given the lack of strong evidence to support these allegations, we would not bet your home on them at this time. They are, however, an intriguing clue as to where Sony and the rest of the
industry might be heading next. Join the pointsWe have already seen Sony patents detailing how rollable (and foldable) phone screens could work. We also know that LG - which is expected to provide Sony with flexible screens - has the expertise to make coiled screens. Add to that the
news that people like LG and Samsung are apparently busy developing rollable smartphones of their own, and this new rumor about a Sony device is starting to sound much more believable. A few months ago we heard that Sony is preparing a 5G capable, clamshell-style folding Xperia
phone ready for launch in 2020, so that next year could be quite the year for sony's innovative products. Meanwhile, it's the IFA 2019 exhibition in Berlin in September, a show where Sony usually has a strong presence. We could learn more about the technology there. These are all the
foldable phones we know so farVia PocketNow There are some striking similarities between the Xbox One and the PS4, including the fact that their processors and GPUs are closely linked and they have the same memory and storage sizes. But the hardware has some differences that
could affect performance. PS4 features an 8-core single-chip x86 AMD Jaguar CPU that comes from the same amd Sea Islands family as Xbox One processor more custom. It features 8GB of 5500 MHz GDDR5 RAM (faster than the Xbox One's DDR3 RAM, but without their extra built-in
ESRAM) and a 500GB removable hard drive. The Xbox One's similarly sized hard drive is not removable, but Xbox will at some point allow the addition of external storage via USB at some point in the future. PS4 features an 800MHz PlayStation custom AMD Radeon Graphics Core Next
GPU engine with 18 processors, which is six more processors than xbox one GPU, currently underway 1.84 teraFLOPS per second at the top. Both consoles can display 1080p high definition at 60 frames per second (fps), although there has been press on some games running at lower
resolutions (but still high definition) on Xbox One than on PS4. Yet they both have stellar, somewhat comparable graphics that are improvements compared to their predecessors. Both have ethernet and 802.11 b/g/n connectivity. PS4 also has BlueTooth. Xbox One One Wi-Fi Direct for
wireless connection from one device to another instead. Both have HDMI and optical output, but Xbox One is also capable of HDMI input, so PS4 won't be able to stream videos from your cable or satellite box. Ps4's new DualShock 4 controller had some comfort improvements and now
includes a touchpad, but remains otherwise similar in the layout of the previous controller. You can only connect four controllers at a time to the PS4, compared to eight for the Xbox One. Xbox One comes standard with the Kinect. The PS4 eye (their voice detection and motion device) must
be purchased separately. The new Kinect model would also be a little better than the Eye. The new Kinect has a 1080p RGB resolution camera compared to the 720p eye, and Kinect is the only one with IR blaster, which bounces infrared light out of things to measure depth and see in the
dark. PS4's Eye uses two cameras to triangulate your position. Eye no longer requires special Move controllers, although you can still use them. Both systems use cloud computing to store your data and improve games and applications, and both allow you to run multiple applications and
move quickly between them. Neither have rear compatibility with old games, unfortunately, so you may have to keep your old consoles for a while if there's a title you can't live without. Xbox One would be able to stream media from your PC or network storage player (NAS), as well as some
Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) certified devices, but only from devices that use the standard Microsoft Play To. PS4 does not include DLNA capabilities. PS4 also cannot play CDs or MP3s, although it can play music via streaming apps. Like the Xbox One, the PlayStation 4 also
features a game DVR. It can record up to 15 minutes of gameplay and will allow you to share via Facebook at first, and YouTube later. Xbox One and PlayStation 4 both have apps for smartphones and tablets that can be used to control the console or display additional information. The
PlayStation Vita portable gaming device can also be used with PS4 for remote control and second-screen features, and even lets you play remote games elsewhere in the house with the Remote Play option. Sony initially provided more support for independent game developers, so there
may be more small independent games for PS4. But Microsoft says that all Xbox One consoles can act as free development units and that they will allow self-published titles, possibly with certification - deviation from previous political announcements. On Xbox One, TV streaming, online
multiplayer games and Skype require annual Xbox Gold membership. PlayStation 4 will allow you to run streaming apps and chat video at no extra cost, but you must purchase the annual PlayStation Plus subscription to participate in online multiplayer games. In the United States, ps4 was
released on November 15, 2013 with a retail price of $399.99, $100 cheaper than the Xbox One. This is without the optional eye, which is $59.99 in November 2013. What's PS4 at a slightly lower cost than the Xbox One. But what people choose can depend largely on the user's
preference, and what console their friends have. Shortly after sony released the third edition of its PlayStation portable game console, rumors and leaked images of a successor began circulating on the Internet. This device was supposed to be the PlayStation Phone, Sony's stab at a next-
generation gaming system and the phone rolled into one. Thanks to months of leaked images and videos, Sony has remained silent, never officially acknowledging the device's existence. Finally, Sony Ericsson - not Sony Computer Entertainment, the gaming subsidiary responsible for the
PlayStation brand - announced that the phone was the Xperia Play, an Android smartphone with orders designed for video games. First of all, the Xperia Play is a phone. It works on the Android operating system and supports applications like any other smartphone. The phone went on sale
on May 26, 2011 in the United States with a price of $200 and a standard two-year verizon contract. The Play supports 3G Internet connectivity like all modern smartphones [source: Verizon]. But beyond the basics of communication, Sony Ericsson wants to distinguish the Xperia Play as a
gaming device. To bring home the gaming capabilities of Xperia Play, Sony has introduced a PlayStation Certified program for devices like Play that will support downloads of classic games via the PlayStation suite. The Xperia Play may not have the PlayStation name, but it can play
imitated PlayStation games just as Sony PlayStation Vita portable gaming system can. Sony Ericsson Xperia Play represents a major change that has occurred in the video game industry since the launch of Apple's iPhone in 2007. When Sony released the PlayStation Portable in 2004,
video game handhelds offered a mobile gaming experience unmatched by other areas of technology. But then the mobile landscape changed significantly. Phone hardware grew by leaps and bounds after the iPhone's release, and in 2011, devices began adopting dual-core processors for
even faster performance. A pair of processors performing operations at 1GHz absolutely eclipse the clock speed of 333MHz of the PSP. While Sony and Nintendo stick to gaming-oriented hardware with PlayStation Vita and 3DS, hybrid devices like the Xperia Play can be the future of
mobile gaming. Sony Ericsson has designed the Xperia Play to be in a unique position: It offers medium smartphone hardware that is capable of playing simple titles like Angry Birds, with the added advantage of buttons designed for more complex games. In 2011, the rapidly changing
smartphone market introduced dual-core phones for the first time with devices such as the Motorola Atrix and the LG Optimus 2X. While these phones were running at the same speed as many other smartphones on the market -- 1GHz -- they could handle more intensive processing tasks,
thanks to an additional CPU core [source: Tested]. This change mimicked Intel's progress at Intel with dual-core and quad-core PC processors, but on a smaller scale. The Sony Xperia Play is not one of these dual-core devices. It is not as sharp as it could be. Is that a problem? In the long
run, perhaps. But from 2011, most Android phones are not dual-core, and games released on the Android Market are designed for phones equal or slower than the Xperia Play. The Xperia Play runs on a Qualcomm Snapdragon MSM8255 system-on-a-chip processor, which combines a
single-core ARM 1GHz processor with an Adreno 205 GPU processor. The memory consists of 512MB of RAM and 400MB of internal phone memory and an 8GB microSD card for expandable storage. The processor and GPU equip Android software with a 4-inch (4.2-centimeter)
capacitive LCD touchscreen. We'll cut through techno babbling: The Xperia Play offers fairly standard hardware for a 2011 smartphone, with expected features like accelerometers/gyroscopes, 802.11b/g/n WiFi support, GPS, Bluetooth and 3G on Verizon in the US [source: Sony Ericsson].
Advertising None of the Xperia Play's cameras break with the mold: the rear camera uses a 5-megapixel sensor and the front webcam has a resolution of 1.3 megapixels. While the Qualcomm chipset used in the Xperia Play can support both GSM and CDMA wireless data networks - the
systems used by AT and T and Verizon, respectively - the phone was released in the United States on Verizon's CDMA network [source: Verizon]. Other companies, such as Rogers in Canada, use the GSM wireless data standard [source: Rogers]. Because the control block of the Xperia
Play slides a bit like a keyboard, the phone is thicker than most non-sliding smartphones on the market at 0.6 inches (16 millimeters). It measures 4.7 inches by 2.4 inches (119 millimeters by 62 millimeters) and weighs a total of 6.2 ounces (175 grams) [source: Sony Ericsson]. Of course,
this pad game is what separates the game from the competition. While similar phone hardware is available in dozens of handsets, only PlayStation controllers offer the same buttons as the Xperia Play. Since the launch of the original PlayStation, Sony has been committed to a proven
controller design familiar to millions of players. The Xperia Play doesn't have the double-shoulder buttons and curved plastic design of the famous DualShock controller, but the face buttons are classic PlayStation. When the Xperia Play is held upright like a phone, the game controller slides
to the left side of the device and is designed for a landscape handle. A directional cushion is located under the left thumb and four face buttons labeled X, O, Square and Triangle are seated below the right. The shoulder buttons sit at the top of the cursor side where the fingers of the index
finger would rest in a normal handle, and the Start and Select buttons are located outside the bottom right corner of the slide pad. Finally, an Android menu button is discreetly located under the cross-shaped D-pad. With only these features, the Sony Ericsson Xperia Play would be the
spitting image of another device: PSP Go. The designers of the Play obviously pressed heavily on the design of the Go, but added a sensitive touch zone between its D-pad and its buttons intended to simulate real analog controllers. Analog touch joysticks are more similar to a touchscreen
than a physical joystick, but they provide an additional control option that doesn't obscure the screen as typical touch controls do. The sliding pad has a spring mechanism that breaks it open or closed once sufficient pressure is applied to slide the pad halfway [source: Engadget].
Advertising The D-pad can be used to navigate around the Xperia Play screen instead of the touch screen. There are a few other buttons on the device standard on most Android phones: Back, Home, Menu and search buttons sit below the touch screen and the necessary volume rocker
and power buttons are both taken into account. When it's closed, the Xperia Play really does look at the part of an ordinary smartphone. And for the most part, the device runs standard Android software and games. This leads to a bit of a problem: Games must be designed to support the
controls of the Xperia Play play, which means that most Android apps will not make use of the D-pad or face buttons. The Sony Ericsson Xperia Play launched with Android 2.3 Gingerbread in mid-2011, the latest version of Google's operating system available until the release of the Android
Ice Cream Sandwich OS in late 2011. Android device manufacturers usually design their own skins to operate at the top of Google's operating system, and Sony Ericsson is no exception. The Play manages a Sony-designed user interface that includes a custom keyboard, unique icons and
a contact app. Apps work the way they do on any other Android device - they're downloaded and updated on the Android Market and are operated with touch controls. Even though the Xperia Play has a bunch of specialized buttons, they only work in custom apps to include Android?
support [source: Tested]. The Xperia Play ships with a game browser application that separates games into two categories. The first contains games designed to work with the Game's controls, while the second lists all available games that only support the Stock Android experience. Six
Android games that work with Play commands are preloaded on the phone for free: Bruce Lee Dragon Warrior, FIFA 2010, Sims 3, Star Battalion, Tetris and Asphalt 6. More than 100 other titles also support The Play's controls, including franchises from big names like Assassin's Creed and
Need for Speed [source: Engadget]. Advertising Although the Xperia Play tries to be a hybrid phone/gaming device, it's only as much of a gaming device as the software allows. The majority of games available on the Android Market are short and simple experiences offered for free or sold
for a few dollars. This is not necessarily a bad thing or a criticism of Android games - it simply means games developed for dedicated gaming platforms like the PSP are are much longer and more complex (and, of course, more expensive) than phone games. Emulators on the Android
Market work well with the game because they are designed to run classic games from systems like the Super Nintendo that used D-Pads and face buttons. Sony's PlayStation offers are designed to increase the games available on Android. Another game navigation app, PlayStation Pocket,
offers emulated versions of classic PlayStation One games worn in Xperia Play. Critics of Google Android point to the issue of fragmentation as one of the main weaknesses of the platform. New versions of the Android operating system come out more frequently than device operators and
manufacturers are ready or able to track, meaning that older devices often take months and months to receive updates or never get them at all. Compatibility of the app can be a challenge because there are so many OS versions out there. Sony doesn't help the situation: With the
PlayStation suite, the company is launching another service on Android that only works on certain devices. Sony has described the PlayStation Suite as a hardware-neutral platform for distributing classic PlayStation One games and other software to compatible Android devices [source:
Engadget]. By mid-2011, the company had not specified what these compatibility requirements were. Android devices will certainly have to run version 2.3 or later of their operating system to access the PlayStation suite. Only a few devices are known to be compatible: the Xperia Play,
Sony's PlayStation Vita and two of its Android tablets [source: Sony]. Advertising The Xperia Play processor and graphics processing unit are average hardware, so theoretically a large number of smartphones could run PlayStation Suite games with touch controls instead of the dedicated
gamepad. Compatibility could be reduced to which developer partner with Sony to offer the service. While the plan is to have a wide selection of PlayStation classics and new software available through the suite, Sony offered only one preloaded game on the Xperia Play at launch: Crash
Bandicoot. Other games available exclusively for Xperia Play via the Android Market are MediEvil, Syphon Filter, Cool Boarders 2, Destruction Derby and Jumping Jack Flash [source: Know Your Mobile]. The Xperia Play's game library will be expanded throughout its life as the PlayStation
suite is launched and other game developers add support for the Game's game controller controls. Sony has landed a temporary exclusive for the Android version of the popular game Minecraft - it will be available on Xperia Play before any other Android device [source: Ars Technica].
Because Sony Ericsson pushes the Xperia Play as a gaming device, the quality of the games on the platform will be one of the decisive factors of its success. This raises an important question: Will Sony players choose the PlayStation Vita handheld, a dedicated gaming device, over the
weakest Xperia Play? PlayStation Vita Vita hardware stray too far from the technology at work in powerful smartphones. This is essentially a smartphone mounted up to 11: Dual-core phones created on the market in 2011, but the PlayStation Vita pairs a quad-core ARM Cortex-A9
processor with an exceptionally powerful SGX543MP4 GPU to a single-high phone hardware [source: Tested]. These technological elements are in addition to more powerful hardware that game developers can enjoy. The Vita also offers real analog sticks for control and flash storage
support, which allows developers to publish much larger games than they can on download platforms only like Android. The Vita also supports downloads -- it can access PlayStation Network and PlayStation Suite -- but life-size video games will still be sold at retailers. Essentially, the
PlayStation Vita is much closer to emulation of the home console video game experience than the Xperia Play. Advertising PlayStation Vita supports deeper, longer and more graphically impressive games. The Vita also offers more accurate controls for 3D games than the Xperia Play,
thanks to its twin joysticks. The Playstation-branded handheld is more expensive in advance at $250, but costs less over time than the Xperia Play, which sells for $200 plus a monthly contract [source: Verizon]. In all respects, the Vita is a better gaming platform - but is that what people
want? The success of phone games, especially on Apple's iOS, has changed the way we watch and play games. Most games on iOS and Android cost $5 or less. Tons of them are free. The $40 you spend on a Vita game could be spent on several dozen iPhone or Android games that are
designed to be played in short bursts for a few minutes of downtime. By focusing on powerful hardware, PlayStation Vita tries to bring the video game console experience to a portable device. Although it offers superior hardware, the Vita can struggle to win a wide audience, simply because
the tastes of mobile players have changed. Realistically, it will still sell more units than the Xperia Play - there is only one PlayStation Vita, but there are many, many Android phones. But The Play offers a solution in between for players who want physical buttons and are not interested in a
dedicated gaming device. And, of course, he makes phone calls. Braga, Matt. Everything you need to know about PlayStation NGP sony on January 27, 2011. (June 25, 2011) Wesley. Nvidia announces the age of the super phone with dual-core Two processors. January 5, 2011. (June 22,
2011) Ben. Sony Ericsson Xperia Play launch games unveiled. on April 1, 2011. (June 26, 2011) Sean. Sony Unveils PlayStation Suite Suite store for Android games. January 27, 2011. (June 23, 2011) Ben. Xperia Play gets killer app: Minecraft is a timed exclusive on May 25, 2011. (June
27, 2011) . Xperia Play. (June 25, 2011) Vlad. Sony Ericsson Xperia Play review. on March 28, 2011. (June 25, 2011) . Sony's optimal ad designed Sony Tablet with Android 3.0 that complements network services for an immersive entertainment experience also strengthen VAIO in
expanding PC markets. (June 26, 2011) . Games for Xperia Play. June 26, 2011) . Xperia Play: The first PlayStation-certified Android smartphone. (June 22, 2011) . Sony Ericsson Xperia Play. (June 26, 2011)
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